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also be purchased. Notes
This link will take you to

the OSU Podcast page for
the lecture. All other links

will take you to the
producer's website and
the lecture on YouTube.
We are happy to answer

any questions.Penile
tumescence monitoring in
vasculogenic impotence:
the findings in a series of

832 patients. In a series of
832 patients with clinically
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documented vasculogenic
impotence, symptoms

associated with
vasculogenic impotence
were the most common
symptom of impotence
(82.3%). In over 90% of

these cases, evaluation of
patient responses to

penile tumescent stimuli
confirmed the presence of
vasculogenic impotence.
In the remainder of the
study population, most
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patients complained of
having nocturnal

erections; at least half of
these patients had a

normal response to penile
tumescent stimuli. Vaginal

examination,
electromyography, and
endocrine testing were
normal in 97, 97, and
100% of the patients,

respectively. It is
suggested that penile

tumescent stimuli should
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be used to confirm the
diagnosis of impotence in
patients with nocturnal

erections as well as
patients with nocturnal or

achromosomal
erections.NGC 2324 NGC
2324, also occasionally
known as NGC 2325 or
NGC 2323, is a globular

cluster in the constellation
Aries. It was discovered by

William Herschel on
February 13, 1784. It is
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located 25,800 light-years
away based on its

apparent brightness. NGC
2324 lies just south of the
galactic plane, and so its

distance is highly
uncertain. 6d1f23a050
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